THE LONG-DELAYED JEFF
SESSIONS REVEAL
Today (or yesterday — I’ve lost track of time)
the WaPo reported what has long been implied:
there’s evidence that Jeff Sessions spoke to
Russian Ambassador Sergey Kislyak about
campaign-related stuff, contrary to his repeated
sworn comments.
At first, I thought this revelation might relate
to Richard Burr’s assertion that Devin Nunes
made up the scandal about which Obama officials
had unmasked the identity of Trump officials who
got sucked up in intercepts of Russians.
“The unmasking thing was all created by
Devin Nunes, and I’ll wait to go through
our full evaluation to see if there was
anything improper that happened,” Burr
said. “But clearly there were
individuals unmasked. Some of that
became public which it’s not supposed
to, and our business is to understand
that, and explain it.”

After all, one of the things the Senate
Intelligence Committee would do to clear Rice is
figure out who unmasked the identities of Trump
people. And there’s at least circumstantial
evidence to suggest that James Clapper unmasked
Jeff Sessions’ identity, potentially on the last
day of his tenure.
But Adam Entous, one of the three journalists on
the story (and all the stories based on leaks of
intercepts) reportedly said on the telly they’ve
had the story since June.
Which instead suggests the WaPo published a
story they’ve been sitting on since Sessions’
testimony.
The WaPo story cites the NYT interview in which
Trump attacked Sessions for his poor answers
about his interactions with Kislyak.

Trump, in an interview this week,
expressed frustration with Sessions’s
recusing himself from the Russia probe
and indicated that he regretted his
decision to make the lawmaker from
Alabama the nation’s top law enforcement
officer. Trump also faulted Sessions as
giving “bad answers” during his
confirmation hearing about his Russian
contacts during the campaign.
Officials emphasized that the
information contradicting Sessions comes
from U.S. intelligence on Kislyak’s
communications with the Kremlin, and
acknowledged that the Russian ambassador
could have mischaracterized or
exaggerated the nature of his
interactions.

Many people took this interview as an effort on
Trump’s part to get Sessions to resign.
And the WaPo goes on to note that the disclosure
— by these same journalists — of Mike Flynn’s
conversations with Kislyak led to his
resignation.
Kislyak was also a key figure in the
departure of former national security
adviser Michael Flynn, who was forced to
leave that job after The Post revealed
that he had discussed U.S. sanctions
against Russia with Kislyak even while
telling others in the Trump
administration that he had not done so.

And all of a sudden, we get this confirmation
that Sessions has been lying all along.
Don’t get me wrong: I’d be happy to see Jeff
Sessions forced to resign. But if he does, Trump
will appoint someone more willing to help the
cover up, someone who (because he wouldn’t have
these prevarications about conversations with
the Russian Ambassador and therefore won’t have
to recuse) will assume supervision of Robert

Mueller.
So while I’m happy for the confirmation that
Sessions lied, I have real questions about why
this is being published now.

